Radar Scans in King Tut’s Tomb Suggest Hidden Chambers

After two nights of tests in the Valley of the Kings, new evidence reinforces the theory that undiscovered rooms may lie behind the painted walls.
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LUXOR, Egypt—After two days of radar scans in the tomb of Tutankhamun, archaeologists have concluded that preliminary examination of the data provides evidence that unopened sections lie behind two hidden doorways in the pharaoh’s underground burial chamber.

The results, announced Saturday morning at a news conference in Luxor, bolster the theory of Nicholas Reeves, a British archaeologist who believes that the tomb contains another royal burial. The hidden tomb, he has speculated,
belongs to Nefertiti, King Tut’s mother-in-law, who may have ruled as a female pharaoh during Egypt’s 18th Dynasty. If so, this would be only the second intact royal burial site to be discovered in modern times—and it would, in the words of Mamdouh Eldamaty, the Egyptian antiquities minister, represent “one of the most important finds of the century.” At the press conference, he said he was “90 percent positive” that another chamber lies behind the north wall of the tomb.

On Friday, Eldamaty stood next to that wall, which is painted with a scene depicting the burial rituals of the boy pharaoh, who ruled in the 14th century B.C. “The radar scan tells us that on this side of the north wall, we have two different materials,” he said. “We believe that there could be another chamber.”

The scans—conducted by Hirokatsu Watanabe, a Japanese radar specialist—also provide evidence of a second hidden doorway in the adjoining west wall.

Together these features lend credence to Reeves’s theory, which he made public in July. Since then examinations of the physical features of the burial chamber have added support. But until the tests began on Thursday, the evidence ran no deeper than the surface of the walls. Radar scans had never previously been conducted in the tomb, and they represent a crucial step in the investigation. For the first time, specialists have collected data about both the material structure of the walls and the open spaces behind them. It’s these spaces that are most intriguing—
they could contain artifacts and possibly even burial goods that rival those found with Tutankhamun.

“Everything is adding up,” Reeves, a National Geographic grantee, told me on Thursday evening, immediately after a suspenseful examination with the radar. We were standing next to the north wall, whose painted scene has been visible since 1922, when Howard Carter rediscovered the tomb. But after observing the scans, I found that the wall looked different to me—I couldn’t help but imagine what may lie beyond. “The tomb is not giving up its secrets easily,” Reeves continued. “But it is giving them up, bit by bit. It’s another result. And nothing is contradicting the basic direction of the theory.”

**Radar Scans on Thanksgiving Day**

The first scans in the tomb happened to be scheduled for Thanksgiving, and they began at dusk, after the tourists had left and the Valley of the Kings had fallen silent. Watanabe had last worked in the Valley 15 years ago on another Reeves project. Those scans revealed a number of features that appeared to be underground chambers, one of which turned out to be a tomb. (The others have yet to be investigated further.) Watanabe has also used radar to identify previously hidden ancient monuments in South America. Both of these projects involved radar machines that pointed downward. Such equipment is generally used by engineers; the radar can locate rebar in bridge decks, for example, or find structural weaknesses.
In Tut’s tomb, Watanabe needed to scan sideways, through the walls. To do this, he had adapted a Japanese-made Koden-brand radar machine. The body and antenna normally sit on a small, wheeled trolley, pointing straight down; Watanabe commissioned a Japanese company to remove the radar, turn it sideways, and reattach it to the trolley. He’s 73 and remarkably fit, but he had travelled 20 hours to reach Luxor, and the pressure of the job clearly weighed on him at the beginning. The work started at midday with a test scan in a nearby tomb called KV5, where Watanabe used the machine to examine walls with known features behind them. Within half an hour, he was drenched in sweat—the deeper reaches of tombs in Luxor are hot and airless. But the results showed the machine was working well, as did a second test run along another wall that is already known to have a room behind it, this time in the tomb of Tutankhamun.

By 7 o’clock, Watanabe seemed re-energized, and he was ready to scan the west wall of the burial chamber, which Reeves believes contains a blocked-in doorway. There were around two dozen people in the tomb: Eldamaty, Reeves, Abbas Mohamed, an Egyptian professor of applied and environmental geophysics, a couple of journalists from the Egyptian state press, and film crews from National Geographic and Tokyo Broadcasting System Television. (The investigation—supported, in part, by the National Geographic Society—is being documented for a National Geographic Channel special to premiere globally in
2016.) Everyone stood well back from Watanabe, who was alone in a corner of the west wall.

A week earlier, I had spoken on the phone to Jason Herrmann, a specialist in archaeological geophysics at the Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen in Germany, and he told me that some results should be evident immediately. He also said that radar would reveal much more than any other type of scan, and it was likely to track any blocked-over partition or doorway. “It should be very clear,” he told me.

Slowly, Watanabe began to push the trolley at a distance of five to seven centimeters from the wall, watching a computer screen that was perched on top. The room was completely silent. I had the feeling that I was watching some strange performance art: All the attention in the room, and around ten cameras, were aimed at Watanabe, who moved with excruciating slowness, like an elderly man struggling to push a cart in a supermarket.

After going halfway, he aborted. He fiddled with the machine for a moment, and then he called out in Japanese, “Can I have a piece of string?” Someone scurried off to get a rope.

Ancient Egypt and Modern Technology Intersect

From the beginning, the current investigation of the tomb of Tutankhamun has been driven by high technology. “I’ve been coming to this tomb for thirty years,” Reeves had said earlier on Thursday. “But the most interesting discovery in this tomb occurred not in the tomb, but on the Internet.”
In 2009, a Madrid-based team of conservators and artists called Factum Arte began conducting high-resolution laser scans of the tomb. Their primary goal was to create an exact replica—one of Factum Arte’s core conservation principles is that high-tech facsimiles allow people to experience famous archaeological finds without damaging the originals by their presence. But Factum Arte is also determined to support open scholarship, and they posted all of their scans online. The material quickly caught the attention of Reeves, who at the time was working at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

“The nice thing about the scans is that for the first time ever we were able to see the actual physicality of the walls of the tomb,” Reeves said. “If you look at the painted scenes, the decoration obscures that. But take away the paint, and you see a completely different landscape.”

The Factum Arte scans portrayed the texture of the walls in black and white, without the distraction of the scenes. On the north and west walls of the burial chamber, Reeves noticed a series of perfectly straight vertical lines that seemed to correspond to the shape of partition walls and doorways. “The more one looked, the more one saw,” he said. Slowly, he began to consider other types of evidence: He analyzed the layout of the tomb, the various known features, and the scenes on the walls. He’s a specialist in the 18th Dynasty, one of the most dynamic and mysterious periods in the history of ancient Egypt. Akhenaten, an important pharaoh of this era, tried to radically
change key elements of the belief system to focus on the worship of a single deity, the sun god Aten. His principal wife was Nefertiti, who became co-regent. “For some years now, it’s been known that Nefertiti enjoyed supreme powers, powers greater than those of a normal queen,” Reeves said. “For example, on certain relief blocks from Luxor and Karnak temples she’s shown smiting Egypt’s enemies, a position which is usually reserved for the king alone."

For years Reeves has believed that Nefertiti outlived her husband and became pharaoh, at which point her name changed to Smenkhkare. There’s a precedent for such a phenomenon. Earlier in the 18th Dynasty, a royal widow named Hatshepsut became pharaoh and one of the most powerful figures of the period. As part of Reeves’s research, he examined the goods from Tut’s tomb. Despite their fame, they have not been well studied in the past. Reeves concluded that about 80 percent of the artifacts had originally been made for somebody else—a woman. He found definitive evidence that even the famous golden funerary mask had been modified—the artifact has traces of a previous cartouche.

When Reeves combined this research with what he noticed on the Factum Arte scans, he believed that it all told the same story: Nefertiti had become pharaoh after Akhenaten and had been buried in a tomb that was then hastily adapted for Tutankhamun, who died suddenly when he was 19 years old. In July, Reeves published a paper—“The Burial of Nefertiti?”—that
laid out his ideas.

“When I first published my paper I think that colleagues around the world thought I was crazy,” he said. “But I think it has changed. I think people believe that even if the tomb of Nefertiti isn’t behind the wall, they believe that something else is there.”

In late September, Eldamaty, Reeves, and others conducted a careful examination of the tomb and found features that support the theory. Among other things, they noticed a chiseled line in the ceiling, and Eldamaty discovered a clear contrast in the surface texture of the north wall; both of these features correspond exactly to the markings of the Factum Arte scans. At that point, it became more than just a theory—there was physical evidence. Earlier this month, an Egyptian and French team conducted thermographic, or infrared, scans, and while the results seemed to indicate some structural irregularities in the walls that match Reeves’s theory, they were inconclusive, possibly because the room was too hot.

All of this has unfolded in a climate of extreme political and economic stress. Since the Egyptian revolution began in 2011, the economy has been decimated, and the country has struggled with political instability and violence. The potential of an earth-shattering archaeological discovery has captured the imagination of government officials who are desperate for good news about Egypt. On Thursday, Mohammed Bedr, the governor of Luxor, arrived in the Valley of the Kings in a motorcade of
police vehicles and black Jeeps. He met with Eldamaty and Reeves before they started the radar scan.

“The numbers are still down,” Bedr said, when I asked him about tourism, which is the key pillar of Luxor’s economy. “In October [Luxor hotels were at] 15 percent of capacity. This month, it’s been 20 percent. In 2009 and 2010, it was 100 percent.”

With all the hope for some positive attention, the pressure has been evident on everybody who is involved in the Tutankhamun investigation. On Thursday night, right before Watanabe began to scan the west wall of the burial chamber, Eldamaty was asked how he felt. “A little bit nervous,” he said. Then he corrected himself: “I would say quite nervous.”

**Peering Through the Painted Walls**

After the aborted scan, Watanabe tinkered with the radar machine and decided that he didn’t need the string after all. The room hushed, and he began to push the cart along the wall once more. After moving a little more than half of the distance, he broke the silence: “They changed the material here.”

This was exactly the point at which there seemed to be a doorway on the Factum Arte scans. Watanabe is not an Egyptologist, and he had not studied Reeves’s ideas closely, but what he observed on the radar matched up. He did one more scan of the west wall, and then he proceeded to the north. “It’s just a solid wall,” he called out, at the beginning. He reached the
section of the wall that Reeves had proposed was a blocked-over partition. “There is a change from here,” Watanabe announced.

After he was finished, he studied the multicolored bars that ran across the computer screen. “Obviously it’s an entrance to something,” he said through a translator. “It’s very obvious that this is something. It’s very deep.”

He scanned the wall again and confirmed the initial reading. Reeves asked him if he wanted to do another round. “I don’t need to,” Watanabe said. “It’s good data.”

Standing next to the north wall, Reeves and Eldamaty looked relieved, although both said they wanted to wait for Watanabe to analyze his data. “I feel strangely detached from the process because I’ve lived with it for so long,” Reeves said. “If I’m right, this is so far beyond what anybody could hope for. It’s difficult to accept.”

After Watanabe was finished, he exited the tomb, and there in the Valley of the Kings, standing under a full moon, he threw up from exhaustion.

Evidence Builds for Sealed Rooms

The next day, Eldamaty and Reeves confirmed that the initial analysis of the data was extremely encouraging. It showed at least two materials: bedrock and something else. “The transition from solid bedrock to non-solid bedrock, to artificial material, it seems, was immediate,” Reeves said, speaking of the north wall. “The transition was not gradual. There was a strict,
straight, vertical line, which corresponds perfectly with the line in the ceiling. It seems to suggest that the antechamber continues through the burial chamber as a corridor.” He continued: “The radar people tell me that we can also recognize that behind this partition there is a void.” Eldamaty has said that Watanabe will spend another month analyzing the data, and then he will give final, detailed results.

When I spoke with Ray Johnson, the director of the Chicago House, an epigraphic research center of the University of Chicago that is based in Luxor, he told me that most people in the field are intrigued by Reeves’s work, with some reservations about his conjecture that Nefertiti might be entombed there. “The idea that perhaps this is a burial of somebody specific—that’s a little harder sell,” Johnson said. “There just isn’t a lot of evidence one way or another. That’s something that a lot of our colleagues have a problem with, being very specific about what may be behind any partition walls.” He continued, “But at the same time we accept the fact that if there are additional chambers found, there’s a possibility that they are storage chambers. And the possibility of another burial is really intriguing and exciting. But who can be there? We’re missing the entire royal family, except for Tutankhamun. It could be anyone. But the possibilities are wonderfully exciting.”

In recent years, Johnson’s research has also provided compelling evidence that Nefertiti was a pharaoh. He hopes that thermographic scans, which Eldamaty plans to carry out again,
might show that the queen’s cartouches originally had been painted on the north wall, which would identify the tomb as intended for her. “An earlier tracing should be detectable,” Johnson said.

Eldamaty told me that if the evidence continues to build, in the future they probably will penetrate one of the hidden chambers by drilling a small hole in the wall of the side room that is known as the Treasury. It adjoins the possible corridor behind the north wall, and most important, it has no painted scenes that could be damaged. “We can put a hole in it and put inside a small camera to look to the other side,” Eldamaty said. If a camera reveals artifacts within, the ministry would likely have to investigate a way to safely remove the north wall and its paintings in order to access the chamber.

The Specter at the Feast

On Thursday, after the radar scans were finished, the observers spontaneously broke into applause. I found myself standing next to the mummy of Tutankhamun, whose blackened, withered body rests beneath glass in a case at the far southern end of the tomb. He had been ignored all night; everybody had been staring in the opposite direction.

The north wall depicts the “opening the mouth” ceremony, a traditional practice in which the new ruler uses an adze, a ceremonial tool, to open the mouth of the previous king’s mummy, a ritual that now seems strange and exotic. But I
wondered what Tutankhamun would have made of today’s scene: a cluster of cameras and serious faces, all of them silently focused on a Japanese septuagenarian pushing a small cart along an underground wall. Barry Kemp, an archaeologist who has excavated for more than 30 years at Amarna, the royal city of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, once told me that he didn’t like to use the word “religion” with regard to ancient Egypt because of its modern connotations. He wonders if it should be considered more like science, or pseudo-science, because it was such a fundamental underpinning of the world for ancient Egyptians, who may have accepted core concepts of faith as absolute truth. And he notes that today we do a modern version of the same thing—after all, few of us really understand the scientific truths that we take for granted. In the tomb of Tutankhamun, the intense attention and respect that all of us showed during the scanning was itself a kind of faith. It was quite possibly the strangest ritual that had ever been carried out in this tomb.

Afterwards, while I was standing next to Tutankhamun’s mummy, Reeves wandered over, looking exhausted but happy. “I feel like him, actually,” he said, gesturing at the figure under glass. “He’s a bit of a specter at the feast, isn’t he?”
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